
Love, Peace and Understanding will abolish NATO – the global genetic 

murderers of Life on Earth. Urgent case - Lybia.  By D.Rietuma. 3/10/2011 

 
Stop the NATO uranium weapons caused genetic murder in Lybia! NATO is making Lybia 

uninhabitable for ever, using genetic DNA damage causing weapons. 

 

It is ongoing here in Latvia as well. The industrial military complex that is running the 

Nuclear Industry is the cause even of the Chernobyl disaster, that for ever contaminated 

our Baltic Sea, after Chernobyl, planed experiment – leaving the Baltic Sea region Peoples 

with the most radioactive sea in the world! 

You can meet us through    NationalState.INFO   and    BSRRW.ORG 

NATO should have been abolished after the WWII, but it was left by UN to become a 

terrorism war machine to submit the whole world into obedience to their well planed World 

government, that have by radioactive Wars forced independent nations as Yougoslavia, Iraq, 

Afganistan and now Lybia and Japan, into admintrative slavery and genetic annihilation of 

Local Peoples because of the radioactiveity contaminated lands left after the NATO bombings 

and so Fake Democracy Regimes of New World (dis-)Order Government and their 

systemicaly criminal organisations as World Bank and International Monetary Fond. The 

New World Government is in place now. They run our schools, our media networks, own our 

lands and rule our air and water supplies. 

 

We in Latvia have been subordinated by structural administrative genocide – 1/3 of Latvias 

population is gone (emigrated, dead, non-born) in just 20 years. No State structure 

investigation has been started to correct that! Just new instructions how to rapidly colonise the 

region by the methods of administrative take-over, leaving locals with nothing! We the 20.000 

years old nation of Balts have no acces to power in this country. The global financial fraud is 

a NWOG establishment and we the Latvians refuse to accept this imposed order, it is killing 

us every minute! 

 

It will happen to You too, Lybia, if You submit to the NATO and UN society restructurisation 

plans of Lybia. You will be their slaves and picked of everything You had. This has already 

happened to us, Latvians. 

 
Latvia´s  State Model –  A Sect - a STALP Sect 
(State´s Treason Against Local People, STALP). 

The administrative apparatus framework of the Latvian STALP Sect State. 9x9 imposed disorders 

The first nine 

1  For Members of Parliament can be only 1% of citizens - just partocracy members (STALP) 

2  Laws are approved  by 0.00001% of citizens – the heads of the political parties, financed fr 

abroad (STALP) 

3  Laws are written by Unidroit.org  and other agencies of foreign transnational corporations 

(STALP) 

4  „Latvijas Banka” is a fraud, an affiliation of the ECB, a foreign private company, that 

created the crisis in Latvia (STALP) 

5  Country´s resources are controlled by foreign banks, the land and industries are sold to 

foreigners (STALP) 



6  Indigenous Latvians in the country don´t even have a designated room or building for 

Latvian sacred ceremonies (STALP) 

7  Latvian People's Associations and their cultural institutions are controled by Latvian-

speaking non-Latvians (STALP) 

8  Investment and financing are refused if aimed att development of inner market and welfare 

of Local People (STALP) 

9  State courts and prison administration implements foreign laws in favour of global 

corporations, terrorising Locals administratively. (STALP) 

The same ideologists and designers of this STALP administrative NWOG genocide structures 

and processes run even the Military Industrial Complex, that keeps our Earth in the grip of 

wars and terror, approaching rappidly the point of no return – the annihilation of all Life on 

earth. Any time now in the case of for example strong Solar Flare, the planet can become 

uninhabitable due to the global electricity dependent open surface repositories of millions of 

tons of concentrated nuclear waste, that would be cooking for decades if its cooling is 

interrupted, as does Fukushima in Japan now. 

Only Love, Peace and Understanding can heal  the almost irreparable damage   done to the 

Humanity and all Life forms   by the power-mad NWOGs   global murderous terrorist 

organisation    NATO. 

WE DEMAND to ABBOLISH  NATO  NOW!!! 

WE DEMAND to ABBOLISH   NWO  that has overtaken control of UN   NOW!!! 

Return to the Indigenous people of the world their sacral right to exercise their cultural 

competence of Love and Healing. We tha Latvians are one of the oldest peoples of the world 

and we have protected and healed the world for tens of thousands of years. So have the 

Indians in Latinamericas, the Saamis in North Europe and many other Indigenous Peoples. 

Abolish UN NWOG power structure and let us create a worldwide administrative organ 

network that is the Net of the Heart of the World, that Loves the Local Peoples and Protects 

them. The culture that can heal the world is still alive in the planet's 370 million indigenous 

people. But be aware, the majority, the 5,6 billion who are not jet competent to Heal and 

Love, this may be the last chance to restore the Divine Order of Love, Peace and 

Understanding. Put the Indigenous into Power! 

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples was adopted by the 

United Nations General Assembly during its 62nd session at UN Headquarters in New York 

City on 13 September 2007. Let it become the seed from which NWOG gets abolished. 

Declaration on Human Rights is to become the Rule of Law base and the Indigenous culture  

- it’s True Nature and Spirit, quite well embraced even in Gaddafi’s Green Book. 

With endless LOVE from the People of Latvia to Lybia and to the world.  

You can meet us on    NationalState.INFO, BSRRW.ORG, LatvijasRepublika.INFO 
Contact  nationxx@gmail.com  

The event may be enjoyed on Youtube - FreeLatvia – chanel   youtube.com/freelatvia   
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